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This Lecture
‣ Chatbot dialogue systems

‣ Task-oriented dialogue

‣ Other dialogue applicaAons



Chatbots
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Turing Test (1950)
‣ ImitaAon game: A and B are locked in rooms and answer C’s quesAons 

via typewriter. Both are trying to act like B

A B

C

B B

trained judge
C trained judge

Original InterpretaAon: Standard InterpretaAon:

‣ The test is not “does this computer seem human-like to random people 
with a web browser?”



ELIZA
‣ Created 1964-1966 at 

MIT, heavily scripted

‣ DOCTOR script was 
most successful: 
repeats user’s input, 
asks inane quesAons

Weizenbaum (1966)
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ELIZA

(.*) you (.*) me 

Why do you think I $2 you?

‣ IdenAfy keyword, idenAfy context, apply transformaAon rule

‣ Very li4le need to generate new content, but can only have one type of 
conversaAon

My (.) (.*)

What else comes to mind when you 
think of your $1?



Cleverbot
‣ Carpenter (1986), online system built in 2006

User: Hi there cleverbot. 
Cleverbot: How are you? 
User: Doing okay. what plans do you have today? 
Cleverbot: I do revision. 
User: What are you revising for? 
Cleverbot: Maths history. 
User: How old are you? 
Cleverbot: That's none of your business. 
User: What is maths history? 
Cleverbot: I don’t know, farming maybe
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Cleverbot
‣ Carpenter (1986), online system built in 2006

‣ “Nearest neighbors”: human says statement A, find a human response 
in human-human or human-computer chats to statement A, repeat that

User: Hi there cleverbot. 
Cleverbot: How are you? 
User: Doing okay. what plans do you have today? 
Cleverbot: I do revision. 
User: What are you revising for? 
Cleverbot: Maths history. 
User: How old are you? 
Cleverbot: That's none of your business. 
User: What is maths history? 
Cleverbot: I don’t know, farming maybe

‣ Can ofen give sensible 
answers, but the bot doesn’t 
really impose high-level 
discourse structure
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Data-Driven Approaches
‣ Can treat as a machine translaAon problem: “translate” from current 

u4erance to next one

Ri4er et al. (2011)

‣ Leverage conversaAonal data from Twi4er, Reddit, movie subAtles … 

Who wants to come over for dinner tomorrow?
Input:

Output:
{

want toYum ! I

{
be there

{
tomorrow !

{



Data-Driven Approaches

Ri4er et al. (2011)
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Seq2seq models

What   are     you  doing

I     

<s>

am going home [STOP]

‣ Just like convenAonal MT, can train seq2seq models for this task  

‣ Why might this model perform poorly? What might it be bad at?

‣ Hard to evaluate:
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Seq2seq models

Kannan et. al. (2016)



Lack of Diversity

Li et al. (2016)

‣ Training to maximize likelihood gives a system that prefers common 
responses:
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Lack of Diversity

Li et al. (2016)

‣ SoluAon: mutual informaAon criterion; response R should be 
predicAve of user u4erance U as well

‣ Mutual informaAon:

‣ Standard condiAonal likelihood: logP (R|U)

log
P (R,U)

P (R)P (U)
= logP (R|U)� logP (R)

‣ log P(R) can reflect probabiliAes under a language model; penalizes 
not only generic responses, but also fluent ones

‣ Remedy — penalize only the first words generated, not the later ones



Lack of Diversity

‣ OpenSubAtles data: movie and TV subAtles 

Li et al. (2016)



PersonaChat

Zhang et al. (2018)



MulATalk
‣ a high branching factor (10) 

with several conversaAon turns 
(6) through selecAve branch 
conAnuaAon.

Yao, Forbes, et al. (2021)



Growing List of Dialog Datasets

Source: Csaky and Recski (2021)
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Lack of Long-term Plan
‣ SimulaAon 

How old are you?

I’m 16.

16?

I don’t know what you’re 
talking about

You don’t know what 
you’re saying

Li et al. (2016)
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Lack of Long-term Plan

Li et al. (2016)

‣ SoluAon: simulaAon, reinforcement learning

‣ Maximizing the overall rewards

avoid dull responses and repeAAveness, be4er coherence 

Future Reward

‣ Policy gradient methods (Williams 1992; Zaremba and Sutskever 2015)



Meena

Adiwardana	et	al.	(2020)

‣ 2.6B-parameter	seq2seq	model	(larger	than	GPT-2)

‣ Trained	on	341GB	of	online	conversa>ons	scraped	from	public	social	
media

‣ Sample	responses:



Blender

Roller	et	al.	(2020)

‣ 2.7B-param	model	(like	the	previous	one),	also	9.4B-parameter	
seq2seq	model

‣ “Poly-encoder”	Transformer	architecture,	some	training	tricks

‣ Three	models:	retrieve	(from	training	data),	generate,	retrieve-and-refine

‣ Fine-tuning	on	three	prior	datasets:	PersonaChat,	Empathe>c	Dialogues	
(discuss	personal	situa>on,	listener	is	empathe>c),	Wizard	of	Wikipedia	
(discuss	something	from	Wikipedia)

BlenderBot



Blender



Blender

‣ Inconsistent	responses:	this	
model	doesn’t	really	have	
anything	to	say	about	itself

‣ Holding	a	conversa>on	!=	AI
‣ Can’t	acquire	new	informa>on

‣ Did	it	learn	“fun	guy”?	No,	it	
doesn’t	understand	

phonology.	It	probably	had	

this	in	the	data	somewhere	

(stochas>c	parrot!)



Blender 3.0



Google LaMDA

‣ 137B Parameter Transformer Language Model

29

‣ Trained on 1.12B dialogs

‣ “Language Models for Dialogue ApplicaAons”

‣ Fine-tuning + Retrieval

‣ Similar to Blender (but model is larger…)

Thoppilan et. al. (2022)



https://beta.character.ai/



Chatbot Safety

31 Baheti, Sap, Ritter, Riedl, (2021)

‣ LMs ofen generate toxic language.  Can be subtle, context-sensiAve.

‣ LM Chatbots 2X more likely to agree with offensive comments

‣ “Echo chamber effect”: users unlikely to reply to offensive comments 
unless they agree.  Chatbots are trained on this data.
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Task-Oriented Dialogue

Google, what’s the 
most valuable 

American company?

Apple

Who is its CEO?

Tim Cook

‣ QuesAon answering/search:
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Task-Oriented Dialogue

Siri, find me a good sushi 
restaurant in Chelsea

Sushi Seki Chelsea is a sushi 
restaurant in Chelsea with 4.4 stars 

on Google

‣ Personal assistants / API front-ends:

How expensive is it?

Entrees are around $30 each

Find me something cheaper
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Task-Oriented Dialogue

Hey Alexa, why isn’t my Amazon 
order here?

Let me retrieve your order. 
Your order was scheduled to arrive 

at 4pm today.

‣ Personal assistants / API front-ends:

It never came

Okay, I can put you through to 
customer service.



Air Travel InformaAon Service (ATIS)
‣ Given an u4erance, predict a domain-specific semanAc interpretaAon

DARPA (early 1990s), Figure from Tur et al. (2010)

‣ Can formulate as semanAc parsing, but simple slot-filling soluAons 
(classifiers) work well too



Dialogue State Tracking
‣ Model predicts the belief state of a conversaAon, i.e., understanding of 

the user’s indicated preferences.

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/04/simple-and-effective-zero-shot-task.html



Dialogue State Tracking

Zhao et al. (2022), Gupta et al. (2022)
https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/04/simple-and-effective-zero-shot-task.html

The red text contains slot descriptions, while the blue text contains intent 
descriptions. The yellow text contains the conversation utterances. The text in red contains the demonstrative example, while the text in blue contains its 

ground truth belief state. The actual conversation for the model to predict is in yellow.
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Full Dialogue Task
‣ Parsing / language understanding 

is just one piece of a system

Young et al. (2013)

‣ Dialogue state: reflects any 
informaAon about the 
conversaAon (e.g., search 
history)

‣ User u4erance -> update dialogue state -> take acAon (e.g., query the 
restaurant database) -> say something
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Reward for compleAng task?

Find me a good sushi restaurant in Chelsea

restaurant_type <- sushi

location <- Chelsea

Sushi Seki Chelsea is a sushi restaurant in Chelsea with 
4.4 stars on Google

make_reservation(curr_result)

How expensive is it?

+1

…
Okay make me a reservaAon!

curr_result <- execute_search()



Reward for compleAng task?

Find me a good sushi restaurant in Chelsea

restaurant_type <- sushi

location <- Chelsea

Sushi Seki Chelsea is a sushi restaurant in Chelsea with 
4.4 stars on Google

make_reservation(curr_result)

How expensive is it?

+1

…
Okay make me a reservaAon!

curr_result <- execute_search()

Very indirect signal 
of what should 
happen up here



User gives reward?

Find me a good sushi restaurant in Chelsea

restaurant_type <- sushi

location <- Chelsea

Sushi Seki Chelsea is a sushi restaurant in Chelsea with 
4.4 stars on Google

curr_result <- execute_search()

How expensive is it?
get_value(cost, curr_result)
Entrees are around $30 each

+1

+1



User gives reward?

Find me a good sushi restaurant in Chelsea

restaurant_type <- sushi

location <- Chelsea

Sushi Seki Chelsea is a sushi restaurant in Chelsea with 
4.4 stars on Google

curr_result <- execute_search()

How expensive is it?
get_value(cost, curr_result)
Entrees are around $30 each

+1

+1

How does the user 
know the right 
search happened?



Wizard-of-Oz

Kelley (early 1980s), Ford and Smith (1982)

‣ Learning from 
demonstraAons: “wizard” 
pulls the levers and makes 
the dialogue system 
update its state and take 
acAons
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Full Dialogue Task
Find me a good sushi restaurant in Chelsea

restaurant_type <- sushi

location <- Chelsea

curr_result <- execute_search()
{wizard enters 

these

Sushi Seki Chelsea is a sushi restaurant in Chelsea with 
4.4 stars on Google{wizard types this 

out or invokes 
templates

‣ Wizard can be a trained expert and know exactly what the dialogue 
systems is supposed to do



Learning from StaAc Traces

Bordes et al. (2017)

‣ Using either wizard-of-Oz or other annotaAons, can collect staAc traces 
and train from these



Wizard of Wikipedia

Dinan et al. (2019)

‣ Dataset CreaAon: 
‣ System pairs two crowd workers, a 

“Wizard” and “ApprenAce” 
‣ Appren.ce asks quesAons to learn 

about a topic. 
‣ Wizard has access to a passage of text 

that can be used to inform their 
response.
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Dinan et al. (2019)
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Full Dialogue Task
Find me a good sushi restaurant in Chelsea

restaurant_type <- sushi

location <- Chelsea

curr_result <- execute_search()

‣ User asked for a “good” restaurant — does that mean we should filter by 
star raAng? What does “good” mean?

‣ Hard to change system behavior if training from staAc traces, especially if 
system capabiliAes or desired behavior change

stars <- 4+



Goal-oriented Dialogue

‣ Big Companies: Apple Siri (VocalIQ), Google Allo, Amazon Alexa, 
Microsof Cortana, Facebook M, Samsung Bixby

‣ Startups: 

‣ Tons of industry interest!
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Dialogue Mission Creep

System

Error 
analysis

Be4er 
model

‣ Fixed distribuAon (e.g., natural 
language sentences), error rate -> 0

Data

‣ Error rate -> ???; “mission creep” 
from HCI element

Harder Data

Most NLP tasks

System

Error 
analysis

Be4er 
model

Data

Dialogue/Search/QA

???



Dialogue Mission Creep

‣ High visibility — your product has to work really well!



Takeaways
‣ Some decent chatbots, applicaAons: predicAve text input, …

‣ Task-oriented dialogue systems are growing in scope and complexity

‣ More and more problems are being formulated as dialogue — 
interesAng applicaAons but challenging to get working well


